MemRabel 2
What is it?
The MemRabel 2 supports people with failing memory to
live independently at home and in care. The device allows a
family member or health visitor to set daily reminders using
voice and picture or video alarms to prompt a person to
complete daily tasks. Over 120 pre-installed audio, picture,
and video reminder files are available.

How does it work?
Personal reminders can be created, combining images
and audio (voice), or video, which can be added to the
MemRabel library.
An unlimited number of reminders can be set for daily,
weekly, monthly and yearly playback. At pre-set times the
selected voice reminder, with an accompanying screen
graphic or video, is played back on the screen. Voice
reminders can be set to auto-repeat at 5 to 25 minute
intervals.

Features
 Offers peace of mind for carers

Benefits


A memory prompting calendar for seniors and people
with failing memory



Suitable for people with dementia, memory loss,
Learning Disabilities, cognitive impairment or autism



Prompts the user to carry out specific tasks.



Set daily time reminders to plan a person’s everyday
routine using voice, picture and video reminder
messages



Create personalised reminders on your phone or PC,
or choose from over 120 pre-installed audio, picture or
video files

Why Argenti?
We focus on using the latest digital and mobile technology
to enable people to feel safe, secure and independent,
giving them the freedom to live the life they choose. Our
service is already benefiting over 18,000 customers across
the South East.

 Promotes independent living
 Improves self-esteem and confidence
 Plays personalised voice or video messages
 Over 120 pre-installed reminders
 Create unlimited personalised reminder messages
 File transfer via flash drive or SD card
 Select reminder playback for one-off, daily or weekly
 Easy to view screen
 Choice of time displays to suit cognitive ability
 Auto seasonal time adjustment
 Powered by mains AC/DC adaptor
 Stand alone device

Need help?
Contact us - click here
WWW.ARGENTI.CO.UK

